A History Of Zionism - Walter Laqueur - 2009-07-01
From one of the most distinguished historians of our time comes the definitive general history of the Zionist movement.
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History Of Zionism - Hershel Edellisht - 2019-09-19
This handbook and dictionary aims to provide the reader with a general overview of Zionism history and historiography, to table dust all data on Zionism, and to gather in one source as many terms dealing directly or indirectly with Zionism and Jewish nationalism as possible.
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A History of Israel - Howard M. Sachar - 2013-07-31
First published in 1976, Howard M. Sachar’s A History of Israel: From the Rise of Zionism to Our Time was regarded one of the most valuable works available detailing the history of this still relatively young country. More than 30 years later, readers can again be immersed in this monumental work. The second edition of this volume covers topics such as the First of the Aliyahs in the 1880s; the rise of Jewish nationalism; the beginning of the political Zionist movement; and, later, how the movement changed after Theodor Herzl; the Balfour Declaration; the factors that led to the Arab-Jewish confrontation; Palestine and its role both during the Second World War and after; the war of independence and the many wars that followed it over the next few decades; and the development of the Israeli republic and the many challenges it faced, both domestic and foreign, and still faces today. This is a truly enriching and exhaustive history of a nation that holds claim to one of the most complicated and controversial histories in the world.
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Zionism - David Engell - 2013-09-13
Zionism is an international political movement that was originally dedicated to the resettlement of Jewish people in the Promised Land, and is now synonymous with the self-determination of the Jewish people. This book provides a comprehensive, accessible and detached overview of Zionism, for both the modern reader.
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Original Signis - Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi - 1993
Starting from a non-idealizing, non-demonological review of Judaism, Jewish history and anti-Semitism, this book presents a sympathetic analysis of the development of political Zionism - and goes on to show how a dream can become both a living reality and a nightmare. While Beit-Hallahmi does not fail the idea of a Jewish state in the abstract, he shows how Zionism in practice and power becomes a kind of settler colonialism trying to ignore its victims - the Palestinians. The purpose of Original Signis is to counter the mystification on both sides of the Arab-Israeli conflict, to examine causes and principles, and to reach an analysis of the current political and moral crisis, in search for a solution to end the suffering on both sides.
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Zionism - Michael Stanielskii - 2017
"This Very Short Introduction discloses a history of Zionism from the origins of modern Jewish nationalism in the 1870’s to the present. Michael Stanielskii provides a lucid and detached analysis of Zionism, focusing on its internal intellectual and ideological developments and divisions”--

The idea of Israel - Ian Pappe - 2014-02-04
Since its foundation in 1948, Israel has drawn on Zionism, the movement behind its creation, to provide a sense of self and political direction. In this groundbreaking new work, Ian Pappe looks at the continued role of Zionism ideology. The idea of Israel considers the way Zionism operates outside of the government and military areas such as the country’s education system, media, and cinema, and the uses that are made of the Holocaust in supporting the state’s ideological structure. In particular, Pappe examines the way successive generations of historians have framed the 1948 conflict as a liberation campaign, creating a foundation myth that went unspoken in Israeli society until the 1990s. Pappe himself was part of the post-Zionist movement that arose then. He was attacked and received death threats as he exposed the truths about how Palestinians have been treated and the gross exercise of power. The idea of Israel is a powerful and urgent intervention in the war of ideas concerning the past, and the future, of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
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Israel - Antia Shapira - 2012
A lively intellectual history that explores how prominent midcentury public intellectuals approached Zionism and then the State of Israel itself and its conflicts with the Arab world.

History of Zionism, 1600-1918 - Nahum Sokolow - 1919
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The Idea of Zion - Hershel Edellisht - 2013-09-26
A lively intellectual history that explores how prominent midcentury public intellectuals approached Zionism and then the State of Israel itself and its conflicts with the Arab world.
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The Making of Modern Zionism - Shlomo Avineri - 2017-04-04
An expanded edition of a classic intellectual history of Zionism, now covering the rise of religious Zionism since the 1970s For eighteen centuries priests Jonas had prayed for the return to Jerusalem, but only in the revolutionary atmospheres of nineteenth-century Europe was this yearning transformed into an active political movement: Zionism. In The Making of Modern Zionism, the distinguished political scientist Shlomo Avineri rejects the common view that Zionism was solely a reaction to anti-Semitism and persecution. Rather, he sees it as part of the universal quest for self-determination. In sharply-etched intellectual portraits of Zionist’s major thinkers, from Moses Hess to Theodore Herzl and from Vladimir Jabotinsky to David Ben Gurion, Avineri traces the evolution of this quest from its intellectual origins in the early nineteenth century to the establishment of the State of Israel. In an expansive new epilogue, he tracks the changes in Israeli society and politics since 1967 which have strengthened the more radical nationalist and religious trends in Zionism in the face of its increasingly liberal state. The result is a book that enables us to understand, as perhaps never before, one of the truly revolutionary ideas of our time.
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The developments in the Zionist Movement during the War are dealt with in a separate account, which is not claimed to be, in the proper sense of the word, an historical study, but an account of recent activities up to the Peace Conference. The present volume also contains an appendix containing documents which offer some further light on the subject.

Zionism - Milton Viorst - 2016-07-19

Viorst examines the evolution of Zionism, from its roots by serving as a cultural refuge for Europe's Jews, to [what he sees as] the cover it provides today for Israel's exercise of control over millions of Arabs in occupied territories"-Amazon.com.
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The Origins of Zionism is an excellent source of information on Zionism, its founders and leaders, its various strands and organizations, major events in its
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A landmark history of one hundred years of war waged against the Palestinians from the foremost US historian of the Middle East, told through pivotal events and references to contemporary diaries, memoirs and literature. It brings a human dimension to the story of Israel, from its declaration of independence in 1948 through successive decades of waging war, negotiating peace, and building a modern state with a vibrant society and culture. Based on archival sources and the most up-to-date scholarly research, this authoritative history is a must-read for anyone with an interest in the modern Middle East.

Israele - Anat Shapira - 2015-02-26

Written by one of Israel’s most notable scholars, this volume provides a breathtaking history of Israel from the origins of the Zionist movement in the late 19th century to the present day. Anat Shapira’s gripping narrative explores the emergence of Zionism in Europe against the backdrop of relations among Jews, Arabs and Turks, and the competing visions of Jewish and Palestinian nationalism. The book discusses the key episodes in the Zionist movement from Herzl’s call to create a Jewish national home in Palestine in 1878 to the declaration of the State of Israel in 1948. Shapira offers a forceful challenge to the conventional understanding of Zionism and the state of Israel. In reevaluating the forces arrayed against the Palestinians, it offers an illuminating new view of a conflict that has defined much of the 20th century.
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understood that it was the way of the future for his people; the idealist young farmer who bought land from his Arab neighbor in the 1920s to grow the Jaffa oranges...